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ABSTRACT 
We introduce and study an additive relation and a multiplicative relation for 
hermitian matrices. The relation G <o F means that F is the real part of some matrix 
similar to G; the relation G <,,, F expresses the property that the positive definite 
matrix F is the modulus of some matrix similar to the positive definite matrix G. 
There is a close connection with the (additive and multiplicative) majorization 
relations for the corresponding spectra. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known result of H. Weyl [ll] and A. Horn [7] states the following: 
THEOREM A. Let A,, . . . , A, be complex number-s, fi, . . . , f,, nonnega- 
tive numbers. Suppose IAll z a.* > lh,l and fi > **a >, f”. Then these are 
equivalent: 
1. There exists an n x n matrix A such that the spectra satisfy 
a(A) = (A,,...,A,), g(( A*#‘“) = (fi,. . . >fJ. 
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2. One has 
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and 
There is another way of stating condition 1 given by S. Sherman and C. J. 
Thompson [ 101: 
3. There exists a pair of matrices A and F such that v.( A) = (A,, . . . , A,), 
F is positive with u(F) = (f,, . . . , f,,), and 
a(A) = (T(FU) 
for some unitary U. 
Theorem A admits an equivalent formulation involving only nonnegative 
A’s: 
THEOREM B. Let g,, . . . , g, and fi, . . . , f, be two sequences of nonneg- 
ative numbers. Suppose that g, B *** > g, and fi > *OS > f,,. Then these 
are equivalent: 
1. There exists an upper triangular matrix T such that 
a(T) = (g,,...,g,), c+((T*T)“‘) = (fi>...,fJ. 
2. One has 
and 
g1 *** g, -<fi *** fk, k = l,...,n - 1, 
g1 *** g, = fi **. f”. 
3. There exists a positive matrix F with spectrum Cfi, . . . , fJ and a 
unitary matrix U such that (gl, . . . , g”) is the spectrum of FU. 
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This restricted form of Theorem A implies the original more general 
version. Indeed, given the complex numbers A, we set 1 Ajl = gj and Aj = ejgj. 
If T is upper triangular with spectrum g,, . . . , g,, the matrix A = 
diag(e,, . . . , ??n> T satisfies condition 1. 
In a recent paper [5] the authors investigated a relation between positive 
matrices closely related to condition 3. This relation may be formulated, in 
the same notation as in Theorem B, as follows: 
4. There exists a unitary matrix U such that A is similar to FU. 
It is clear that similarity in condition 4 implies cospectrality, 
u(A) = a( FU). 
One can easily show (and we shall discuss it later) that the converse is 
false (for n >/ 2). 
Condition 4 may be reformulated in the following manner: 
5. F is the modulus of a matrix similar to A. 
Let us turn now to an additive counterpart of these relations for hermitian 
matrices. Instead of condition 5, we have then: 
6. F is the real part of a matrix similar to A. 
In the sequel, we shall prove: 
THEOREM C. Zf hermitian matrices A and F satisfy condition 6, then the 
spectrum o(F) = Cfi,. .., f,,>, fi > *-a > f,,, majorizes the spectrum a(A) 
= (A l,. . ., A,), A, > a*. > A,, in the sense of I. Schur [9]: 
A, + a.. +A, < fi + -.. +fk foreach k = l,...,n - 1, 
4 + -.- +A, = fi + .a. +f,,. 
We shall again see, however, that the relation F = Re A’ for some A’ 
similar to A is (for n > 2) essentially stronger than the majorization for their 
spectra. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to introduce these two new 
relations 5 and 6 between matrices and to study their properties. We shall see 
that these relations are equivalent respectively to the multiplicative and 
additive majorization conditions for their spectra if we restrict ourselves to 
diagonalizable matrices. 
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Let us mention that in [3], G. Corach, H. Porta and L. Recht proved an 
inequality which is closely related to a result (Theorem 4.4) in our paper. 
Also, several subsequent papers on this topic followed (e.g. [6]). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Given a bounded linear operator A on a Hilbert space %‘, we define the 
real part of A, denoted as Re A, by the formula 
ReA = +(A +A*). 
By a positive operator we shall mean a positive semidefinite operator, i.e. 
an operator A for which (Ax, r> > 0 for all x; we write A 3 0 in this case. 
In the present note we restrict our attention to the finite-dimensional 
case. We shall denote by a(A) the spectrum of the matrix A. We shall use 
the following convention: we write 
a(A) = [A,,..., A,] 
if A 1, * *. > A, are all eigenvalues of A, including multiplicities, the symbol 
[ *** ] meaning an unordered n-tuple. 
If G and F are two hermitian matrices, we write 
G -Cn F 
if there exists an invertible P such that 
F = Re( PGP-‘). 
Observe that the relation <a is in fact a relation between classes of 
unitarily equivalent matrices. Indeed, consider unitary matrices U and V and 
Fl = U*FU, G, = V*GV. 
If F = Re(PGP-l), then 
Fl = Re(P,G,P,‘) 
for P, = U * PV. We formulate this observation as 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The relation <,, is a relation between classes of 
unitadly equivalent matrices. 
This fact enables us to use the same symbol for n-tuples. Given two 
n-tuples of real numbers 
we write g <o f if the diagonal matrices G, = diag(g,, . . . , g,,) and FO = 
diag(f,, . . . , fn> satisfy 
In view of the preceding remark the definition of g <a f may be 
reformulated as follows: g <a f if and only if there exist hermitian n x n 
matrices G and F such that C(G) = g, v(F) =f, and G Cn F. 
For reasons which will become clear in Section 2, we shall call the 
relation Ca strong additive mjorization. 
Let us just recall here the notion of (additive) majorization (see e.g. [S]): 
an (unordered) real n-tuple f = [f,, . . . , f”l majorizes a real n-tuple g = 
[g 1>“‘, g”] if after rearranging both n-tuples in descending order, the sums 
of the first k numbers in f are not less than the sums of the first k numbers 
in g fork = l,..., 
of all gJJs. 
r~ - 1 and, in addition, the sum of all fj’s equals the sum 
The relation <a has a multiplicative counterpart obtained, in a manner 
of speaking, by replacing the real part by the modulus. While, in the case of 
the real part, there is no doubt as to what should be considered as the natural 
extension to operators of the mapping defined for numbers by z ++ $( z + 
z* 1, in the case of the modulus z + I z 1, two candidates have to be consid- 
ered > A ++ ( AA*)‘12 and A c, ( A*A)l12. We now proceed to show that, for 
our purposes, the relation to be defined does not depend on the interpreta- 
tion of the mapping A -B IAl. 
Given two positive definite matrices G and F, we write G <,,, F if there 
exists an invertible P such that 
F = [( P-%P)( P-1~~)*]1'2. 
Since this may be rewritten in the form 
(1) 
F = [(P*GP*-l)*(~*~~*-l)]l’e, 
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it follows that, by passing from P to P*- ‘, we may also use the other notion 
of modulus to define the relation <,,, . In view of this, the definition of <,,, 
may be restated in the following form: 
Given two positive definite matrices G and F, we write G <m F if there 
exists an invertible P such that 
F = IP-‘GPI. 
In particular, the matrix P -‘GP has the spectrum of G and the singular 
values of F. 
It is easy to see that the relation <m is, in fact, a relation between classes 
of unitarily equivalent matrices. Indeed, if G <,,, F, then U*GU <m V*FV 
for arbitrary unitary U and V. We thus have: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The relation <,,, is a relation between classes of 
unitarily equivalent matrices. 
This fact makes it possible to define a relation c,,, for n-tuples of 
positivenumbersg=[g,,...,g,]andf=[f,,...,f,]bywritingg<,fif 
the corresponding diagonal matrices G, = diag(g,, . . . , g”) and FO = 
diag(f,, . . . ,fn> satisfy G, <,,, F,. 
As in the additive case, we shall call the relation <,,, strong multiplica- 
tive majorization. Also we say that an (unordered) real n-tuple f = [fi, . . . , f,] 
of positive numbers multiplicatively majortzes a real n-tuple g = [g,, . . . , g,,] 
of positive numbers if after rearranging both n-tuples in descending order, 
the products of the first k numbers in f are not less than the products of the 
first k numbersin g fork = I,..., n - 1 and, in addition, the product of all 
fj’s equals the product of all gj’s. Th is relation was called log majorization by 
T. Ando and F. Hiai [2]. 
Let us add another reformulation of the definition which illustrates the 
intuitive meaning of the relation <,,, . 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G and F be two positive definite matrices. Then 
these are equivalent: 
1. G <,,, F; 
2. there exists a matrix G’ similar to G such that its left polar decomposi- 
tion is G’ = FU’; 
3. there exists a matrix G” similar to G such that its right polar decompo- 
sition is G” = U”F. 
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In addition, if F is diagonal, there is another equivalent condition. 
4. there exists a matrix G(O) similar to G such that its singular-value 
decomposition is 
G(O) = (Jfl. 
3. THE MULTIPLICATIVE CASE 
In this section, we shall study the relation <,,, in more detail. 
The first observation follows immediately from the definition: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G and F be positive definite matrices. Zf G <,,, F, 
then also G-’ <,,, F-‘. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose G and F are positive definite matrices such that 
G cm F. 
If one of the matrices G, F is a scalar multiple of the identity, then so is the 
other. In this case, F = G. 
Proof. If G = uZ for some o, then (+ > 0 and a direct computation in 
(1) yields F = ~1. Conversely, suppose F = IP-lGPl and F = al; then 
(T > 0 and the matrix A = (l/a> P- ’ GP satisfies AA* = 1. Thus G = 
uPAP-1 is positive definite and a c+-multiple of a unitary matrix, so that 
A = I. ??
THEOREM 3.3. Let positive definite matrices G and F of order n satisfy 
G <,,, F. Then the spectrum of F multiplicatively majorizes the spectrum of 
G. The converse is not true for n > 2. 
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem A. The example that for 
A > 1 the pair [A, A-‘] multiplicatively majorizes the pair [l, l] extends by 
adding ones to any dimension n 2 2, and the corresponding diagonal matri- 
ces do not satisfy the relation <,,, by Theorem 3.2. ??
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a diagonal matrix having mutually distinct 
positive diagonal entries; let F be any positive definite matrix. Then these are 
equivalent : 
1. the spectrum of F multiplicatively majorizes that of G; 
2. G <,,, F. 
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Proof. The implication 2 + 1 is a consequence of Theorem 3.3. To 
prove the converse, let condition 1 be satisfied. By Theorem B, there exists a 
unitary matrix U such that FU is cospectral with G. Since the eigenvalues of 
G are distinct, FU is similar to G: 
FU = P-IGP, 
which is (1). ??
In the next theorem, we shall show that in contrast to the relation of 
multiplicative majorization, the relation <m is not transitive. We shall first 
prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F be a nonsingular hermitian matrix, and U a unitary 
matrix of the same order. Zf A is a real eigenvalue of UF with multiplicity 
k > n/2, then A2 is an eigenvalue of F2 with multiplicity at least Sk - n. In 
particular, if F is positive definite, then A is an eigenvalue of F with this 
multiplicity and the corresponding eigenvectors x of F satisfy Uz = z. 
Proof. For the dimensions of kernels, we have 
dim ker( AZ - h2UF-‘) = dim ker A( FU* - AZ)UF-’ 
= dim ker( UF - AZ)* 
so that 
dimker(F2 - A2Z) = dimker(F - A2Fm1)F 
= dim ker U( F - A2F-‘) 
= dim ker (UF - AZ + AZ - A2UF-‘) 
> 2k - n. 
If A is positive, the F + AZ is positive definite, so that ker (F2 - A211 = 
kel( F + AZ)(F - AZ), which is kedF - AZ). If (F - AZ)z = 0, then Uz = 
U[(l/A)Fz] = z. 
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THEOREM 3.6. The relation <,,, for n-tuples is transitive if n = 2 (and 
n = 1) but not transitive for n >/ 3. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4. 
Let now n satisfy n > 3; take the following three n-triples: f = (4,1,. . . , , +I, 
g = c&l , . . . 10, h = (6, $, 1,. . . , 1, i). Clearly, g <m f and f <,,, h, but 
g 4, h by Lemma 3.5, since 1 does not occur in h with multiplicity at least 
n - 2. ??
4. THE ADDITIVE CASE 
Let us first recall some properties of the so-called additive compound 
matrices (see, e.g. [4, p. 1521). We shall assume that the reader is familiar 
with the usual kth compound matrices, denoted by superscript (k). 
If A is a square matrix of order n, and k an integer, 1 < k < n, then the 





Thus Aikl is square of order 
of eigenvalues of A, and 
its eigenvalues are sums of all k-tuples 
(A+B) Ml = #I + Blkl (3) 
whenever A and B have the same order. 
In the sequel, we shall need the following property of additive com- 
pounds: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A and P be square matrices of the same order n, P 
invertible. lf the integer k satisfies 1 < k < n, then 
( p- lAp)‘kl = ( p(k)) -’ Alk’p’k’. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a hermitian matrix, P an invertible matrix, both 
of order n. Let k be an integer, 1 B k < n. lf B is defined by 
B = Re( P-‘AP), 
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then 
fpl = I+[ ( p(k)) -l #lpcq . 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that (P*)ck) = (Pck)>*. w 
We shall study now some properties of the relation <a which was 
defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G and F be hermitian matrices such that G co F. 
Then also -G co - F. 
Proof. Immediate. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose G and F are two hermitian matrices such that 
G ia F. Then 
min g(F) Q a(G) d max u(F). 
Proof. Since G <a F implies G + (~1 <o F + al for an arbitrary real 
number (Y, we may limit ourselves to the case that F is positive; then 
max c+(F) = IF(, the norm of F. 
Let us assume that F > 0 and F = Re(PGP-‘). Consider an arbitrary 
h E a(G), and let x z 0 be a vector for which Gx = Ax. We have then 
hlP*12 = h(P”Px, x) 
= $( P*PGx, x) + +( P*Px, Gx) 
= ;(P*PGP-‘Px, x) + ;(GP*Px, x) 
= +(PGP-lPx, Px) + ;(P*P*-‘GP*Px, x) 
= (FPx, Px) 
< IFI IPX?. 
It follows that h Q max a(F). The inequality U(G) 2 min c+(F) is obtained 
upon applying the fact just proved to the pair -G, -F, which satisfies 
-G <o - F by Theorem 4.3. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Suppose F and G are hermitian matrices satisfying 
G <a F. lf one of them is a scalar multiple of the identity, then so is the 
other, and then F = G. 
Proof. Let first G = PI, where /J is a (necessarily real) number. By the 
definition, F = /.LZ as well. If conversely F = pZ, then p is real. By Theorem 
4.4, all eigenvalues of G are equal to /.L and G = PI. ??
Now we are able to prove theorems analogous to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let hermitian matrices F and G of order n satisfy 
G <a F. Then the spectrum a(F) majorizes o(G), the spectrum of G. The 
converse is not true for n > 2. 
Proof. Suppose that G <a F. Then by (1) the traces of G and F are 
equal, so that the sums of the eigenvalues of G and F are equal as well. By 
Theorem 4.4, the maximum eigenvalue of F is not less than the maximum 
eigenvalue of G. In addition, Lemma 4.1 implies that for k = 2,. . . , n - 1 
the kth additive compounds of G and F satisfy Gtkl <a FLk]. Thus by 
Theorem 4.4, the sum of the greatest k eigenvalues of F is not less than the 
sum of the greatest k eigenvalues of G for k = 2,. . . , n - 1. This means 
that the spectrum of F majorizes the spectrum of G, as asserted. 
To show that for n > 2 the converse is not true, observe that the pair 
[l, - l] majorizes the pair [O, 01; however, the only 2 x 2 matrix A for which 
0 <o A is the zero matrix itself. Thus the diagonal matrix F = diag(1, - 1) 
does not satisfy 0 co F. If we complete both pairs by an appropriate number 
of zeros, we obtain a counterexample for each n > 2. ??
THEOREM 4.7. Let G be a real diagonal matrix having mutually distinct 
diagonal entries, let F be any hermitian matrix. Then these are equivalent: 
1. The spectrum of F majortzes that of G; 
2. G <a F. 
Proof. The implication 2 + 1 follows from Theorem 4.6. To prove that 
1 implies 2, we can suppose, by the observation in Section 1, that F is also 
diagonal. We shall use induction with respect to the order n of the matrices 
F and G. Clearly, the implication is true for n = 1. Suppose now that the 
eigenvalues g, 2 ... > g, of G and the eigenvalues fi > .-* >, ffl of F 
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satisfy the majorization property 
cf,> cg,, s=l,..., n-1, 
j=l j=l 
and 
For each s Q 71 - 1 consider the difference E(S) = CT= ifj - Cj=, gj; let 
k be the index for which E assumes its minimum, and set E = e(k). Define a 
new n-triple <fj, . . . , fi> by setting f; = fi - E, ft = fn + E, and f; =fJ for 
all other indices. We shall prove that the k-tuple <f;, . . . , fi> majorizes the 
k-tuple (gl, . . . , gk). Indeed, for j < k 
(f; + *** +J;‘) - (8, + *** +gj) = (fi + ... +fi) - (g, + ‘** +g/) - E 
= e(j) - E > 0. 
In particular, for j = k this difference is zero. Using this last fact, we 
obtain, for k + s < n, 
(fL+1 + ... +fL) - (gk+l + ... +gk+J 
= (f; + . . . +fi+s) - (g, + *** +gk+,s) 
= ( fi + *** +fk+J - (g, + *** +gk+.y) - E 
= ??( k + s) - E > 0. 
For k + s = n, equality is attained, which means that the (n - k)-tuple 
<f;-+,>... , fA> majorizes the (n - k)-tuple (gk + i, . . . , g,,) as well. By the 
induction hypothesis, we have for the corresponding pairs of diagonal matri- 
ces the relations 
G, <a F;, G, <a F;, 
the diagonal entries in each of G, and G, being distinct. It follows that there 
exist invertible matrices P, and P, such that 




with X to be determined later. Since 
we have 
-XP,‘G, P, + P,‘G2 P, X 
The spectra of G, and G, being disjoint, the matrix 
as to satisfy 
X may be chosen so 
-XP,‘G,P, + P,‘G,P,X = 
where Y is an (n - k) X k matrix with all entries except yn_ k 1 equal to 
zero. The entry y,, _ k, 1 is a number y to be specified later. Thus 
. 
The spectrum of this matrix is obviously the union of the numbers fi, . . . , fn _ I 
and the spectrum of the matrix 
M= fi Y* 
i I Y fA 
Since f; + fi = fi + f,,, the spectrum of this matrix will be fl, fn if y is 
chosen so as to have fi fn = det M = f; f: - 1 y12. This is possible, since 
fif,, - f;fA = dfi - fn - ~1, which is nonnegative. Indeed, fl - g, > E 
and -<f,, - g,,) = Cy-‘fi - Cf-‘gj > E, whence fi -fn > fl - fn - (gl 
- g”) = fi - g, - <f” - g”) 2 2E. ??
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There is an additive counterpart also for Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let G be a hermitian matrix of order n having an eigen- 
value h of multiplicity k > n/Z. Let F be a hermitian matrix satisfying 
G co F. Then A is an eigenvalue of F with multiplicity at least 2k - n. 
Proof. There exists an invertible matrix P such that F = i( P-‘GP + 
P* GP* - ‘). Since also 
F - AZ = +[ P-‘(G - hZ)P + P*(G - AZ)P*-‘1, 
we obtain for the ranks 
rank(F - AZ) < 2rank(G - AZ). 
Therefore, for the multiplicity m of the eigenvalue A of F, we obtain 
n - m < 2(n -k), 
i.e. m > 2k - n. 
As in Theorem 3.6, we can use this result to show 
COROLLARY 4.9. The relation <a is not transitive for matrices of order 
greater than two. 
5. STRONG MAJORIZATION AND GEOMETRIC MEANS 
In the paper [5], the authors introduced a new notion, the spectral 
geometric mean, for pairs of positive definite matrices. Given two positive 
definite matrices A, B, the spectral geometric mean of the pair A, B, 
denoted by F( A, B), is the (unique) common value of the matrices 
CAC, C-‘BC1 for some positive definite matrix C. The important property 
which justifies its name and distinguishes it from the geometric mean 
G( A, B) investigated earlier by T. Ando [l] is the following: 
F( A, B)’ = C( AB)C-‘. 
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Thus, in a manner of speaking, the spectrum of F( A, B) is the square 
root of the spectrum of AB. The geometric mean G( A, B) is more closely 
related to the corresponding quadratic forms-it satisfies the inequality 
for all vectors x and y. Accordingly, we proposed to call it the metric 
geometric mean of the pair A, B. 
Having the notion of strong multiplicative majorization at our disposal, we 
may complete the relations between G( A, B) and F( A, B) from 151 by 
showing that the relation <,,, between two positive definite matrices G and 
F is equivalent, up to unitary equivalence, to the relation between G( A, B) 
and F(A, B) for a suitable pair A, B. 
More precisely, we prove the following 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose G and F are positive definite matrices of the 
same order. Then these are equivalent: 
1. There exists a pair A, B such that 
G N G(A, B), F-F(A,B); 
2. G <,,, F. 
Here, m stands for unita y equivalence. 
Proof. Recall that the relation <,,, is a relation between classes of 
positive definite matrices with respect to the equivalence - . We begin by 
showing that for every pair A, B, G(A, B) <,,, F(A, B). 
-By the definition of F( A, B), there exists a positive definite C such that 
F = CAC and F = C-‘BC-‘. It follows that A = C-‘FC-’ and B = CFC. 
Furthermore, 
whence 
F = C-‘BC-’ 
= C-l(GAm’G)C-’ 
= C-‘GCF-lCGCm’, 
It follows that G <m F. 
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Conversely, suppose that G <,,, F. We intend to construct a pair A, B of 
positive definite matrices such that F = F(A, B) and G N G(A, B). The 
assumption G <,,, F yields the existence of an invertible P such that 
PGP-l(PGP-l)* = F’. Let CU be th e polar decomposition of the matrix 
F-‘/‘P, so that C is positive definite and U unitary. Denote H = UGU”. 
Substituting P = F’/‘CU, we obtain 
F2 = F’/2CUGU*C-‘F-‘C-1UGU*CF’/2. 
This is equivalent to 
C-lFC-’ = H(CFC)-lH. 
Set now A = C-‘FC-‘, B = CFC. We have thus A = HB-‘H, which 
means that H = G( A, B). Since also F = F( A, B), the proof is complete. ??
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Some comments and minor results are in order. The parallelism in the 
results of Section 3 and Section 4 can, of course, be expected by applying the 
results of the multiplicative case to the “neighborhood of identity.” On the 
other hand, the two cases differ because of the noncommutativity of multipli- 
cation. 
Consider two n-tuples of real numbers g and f such that g <a f. We 
have seen, in Lemma 4.8, that a A E g with multiplicity k > n/2 will 
reappear in f with positive multiplicity (at least 2 k - n). As a particular case 
of this proposition, we have, for k = n, the implication: if g = e, then f = e. 
Lemma 3.5 shows that the situation is analogous in the multiplicative case 
(provided we add the obvious requirement that both f and g be positive). 
It turns out that k > n/2 is essential. We now proceed to examine the 
additive and multiplicative cases that g has just two distinct entries, both 
with multiplicity n/2. In fact, we shall show that these cases are reducible 
into the union of n/2 cases of dimension 2. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that n = 2k, set g = [l, . . . , 1, - 1, . . , , - 11, 
both 1 and - 1 with multiplicity k. Let f be an unordered n-tuple of real 
numbers. Then these are equivalent: 
1. g co f; 
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2. there exist numbers d, z *** d, > 1 such that f = [d,, d,, . . ., cl,, 
-d,, -dk-I, . . . . -d,l. 
Proof. To prove the implication 2 -+ 1, observe that f is a union of pairs 
[d,, - dj] each of which additively majorizes the part [l, - 11. 
To prove the converse implication, denote by G, and F, the diagonal 
matrices corresponding to g and f, respectively. By our assumption there 
exists an invertible P such that 
f. = Re PG,P-‘. 
The matrix P can be expressed in the form P = UT where T is upper 
triangular and U unitary. Then 
Let 
F, = U(ReTG,TP’)U*. 
where all blocks are k X k. Since G, = diag( I, - I) and 
T_’ = A-’ 
0 
it follows that 
Thus 
ReTGoT-’ = (;* yz), 
where Y = -BC-‘. 
Let Y = VDW be the singular value decomposition of Y with V, W 
unitary and D diagonal, D = diag(c,, . . . , ck), cl a ... a ck 2 0. It follows 
that Z?, is unitarily similar to the matrix 
Z D 
i 1 D -z * 
Since the eigenvalues of this matrix have the form + 4x, the result 
follows. ??
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THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that n = 2k; let c be a real number, greater 
than one. Set g = [c, . . . , c, l/c,. . . , l/c], both c and l/c with multiplicity 
k. Let f be an unordered n-tuple of real numbers. Then these are equivalent: 
1. g <m f; 
2. there exist numbers d, > a** d, > 1 such that f = [cd,,cd,,..., 
cd,, l/cd/_ l/cdk-l ,..., l/cd,]. 
Proof. To prove the implication 2 + 1, observe that f is a union of pairs 
[cdj, l/cdj] each of which multiplicatively majorizes the pair [c, l/c]. 
Let us prove now the implication 1 + 2. Let F,, and G, be diagonal 
matrices corresponding to the n-tuples f and g, respectively. Since G, cm 
F,, there exists an invertible matrix P such that 
F,” = (K&P-')(PG,,P-')*. 
Let P = UP where T is upper triangular and U unitary. Let 
where all blocks are k X k. Since 
it follows that 
T&T-' = (; ;)[; ;z)( ‘;’ -A;tc-1)> 
which is equal to 
where Y = -BC-’ and h = c - l/c. 
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Thus Ft is unitarily similar to the matrix (TG,T-l)(TG,T-‘)*, which 
reads as follows: 
\ 





Let VDW* be the singular-value decomposition of the matrix (h/c)Y. 
Substitution into the just-formed matrix and multiplication by the block 
unitary matrix diag(V, W) from the right and its adjoint from the left yields 
that F,2 is unitarily similar to the matrix 
This last matrix is, after a suitable simultaneous permutation of rows and 
columns, a direct sum of k matrices of second order, each of them having 
two positive eigenvalues with product one, the greater being not less than c. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. H 
In conclusion, let us show that in the case of additive majorization, inertia 
theory may be applied with advantage. We shall use the following notation. 
Given a hermitian matrix H, we denote by s(H) the signature of H, an 
ordered pair 
where si is the number of positive eigenvalues of H, s2 the number of 
negative eigenvalues of H, both with their multiplicities. The inertia theorem 
says that for an arbitrary Q 
s(Q*HQ) < s(H). 
We shall prove: 
THEOREM 6.3. Let F, G be hermitian matrices satisfying G Ca F. Sup- 
pose h is an eigenvalue of G with multiplicity k. Then F has at least k 
eigenvalues greater than or equal to h and at least k eigenvalues smaller than 
or equal to A. 
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Proof. For every real (Y the relations G <a F and G - al <a F - al 
are clearly equivalent. Hence we can limit ourselves to the case A = 0. 
Since G co F, there exists an invertible P such that F = Re P-‘GP. 
This may be restated in the form 
F = ;(P-l, P*> 
It follows that 
The matrix on the right-hand side has eigenvalues +( I_L~, where Z_L ranges 
over all eigenvalues of G. Since 0 is an eigenvalue of G of multiplicity k, F 
has at most o - k negative eigenvalues; this means that F has at least k 
nonnegative eigenvalues. In the same manner we conclude that F has at least 
k nonpositive eigenvalues. ??
It is easily seen that Theorem 6.3 implies both Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 
4.8 as corollaries. Let us show that Theorem 6.3 is not a mere consequence of 
the additive majorization. 
Consider the 4-tuples 
g = [4/L 1, 11, f= [5,3,.&O]. 
Whereas f additively majorizes g, g <a f is not satisfied, since otherwise f 
would contain at least two numbers not exceeding 1. 
However, Theorem 6.3 is still not strong enough to completely character- 
ize the relation <a . This follows from Theorem 6.1, which shows that in the 
case of just two distinct numbers in g with the same multiplicities, additonal 
conditions have to be satisfied. 
There is a problem whether there is an analogous theorem to Theorem 
6.3 for the multiplicative case. 
To summarize, the problems of completely characterizing the relations 
-%n and <a are still open. By Theorem 3.3 and 4.7 there have to be 
additional conditions (even to Theorem 6.3) to majorization for the case of 
multiple eigenvalues of the “smaller” matrix. 
The authors thank the referee for the following two observations which 
show how F can be recovered from G if G <m F or G co F. 
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If F2 = (P-‘GPXP-‘GP)*, then, writing B for PF’*, we have PF2P* = 
GBG, whence B’/2PF2P*P*B1/2 = (B1/2GB1/2)2. Thus 
G = B-1/2( Rl/2PF2P*R1/2)1/2B-1/2, 
or, using the geometric mean, 
G = G(PF2P*,(PP*)-l). 
If F = i[PGP-’ + (PGP-‘)*I, then H = (P*)-‘GP-’ satisfies the 
Lyapunov equation 
PP”H + HPP” = 2F, 
whence 
G = 2imP* exp( -tPP*) F exp( -tPP*) Pd. 
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